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[Mr Jack Straw]
The question before us now is whether the use of
chemical weapons changes the considerations that, up
to now, have determined that we should not intervene
militarily in Syria. We need to decide whether, as the
Government motion proposes, a “strong humanitarian
response”to the use of chemical weapons may, if necessary,
“require military action” by the United Kingdom’s armed
forces. My conclusion at the moment is that the Government
have yet to prove their case. I think we are clear that
chemical weapons were used, but we will get more
information on that from the inspectors. We are also
pretty clear that culpability for that is likely to have
been with the Assad regime, but I say to the Prime
Minister and to my right hon. Friends on the Opposition
Front Bench that there was also very strong evidence
about what we all thought Saddam held—[Interruption.]
No, he had held an arsenal of chemical and biological
weapons, and the issue was much more one of what we
should do about that than of a widespread sharing of
the assessment by the Security Council that Saddam
posed a threat to international peace and security.

Mr Richard Bacon (South Norfolk) (Con): The right
hon. Gentleman described Iraq as an intelligence failure,
but what actually happened was that Tony Blair said in
this House that the information was “extensive, detailed
and authoritative”, yet it later turned out to be limited,
sporadic and patchy. That was the assessment of the
intelligence services. It was not an intelligence failure; it
was a political failure.

Mr Straw: We can debate the Iraq inquiries at another
date, and I am sure that we shall do so. I accept my
responsibilities fully for what happened in respect of
Iraq. I have sought, both before the Iraq inquiry and
elsewhere, to explain why I came to my conclusion. I
simply make the point, which is widely shared across
the House, that one of the consequences of the intelligence
failure on Iraq has been to raise the bar that we have to
get over when the question of military action arises.

Paul Flynn (Newport West) (Lab): The House was
told that there were weapons of mass destruction that
posed a threat to the United Kingdom, and we were
also told, in 2006, that we were going into Helmand
province in the hope that not a shot would be fired.
Does my right hon. Friend acknowledge that the result
of accepting those decisions has been the deaths of 623
of our brave soldiers? Does he not realise that those are
the reasons that the public no longer trust Government
assurances about going to war?

Mr Straw: With respect to my hon. Friend, the arguments
about Afghanistan, then and now, are very different.
There will be other occasions to debate that matter.
Even if there is compelling evidence on culpability,
the bigger question arises of the strategic objective of
any military action and its likely consequences. The
Prime Minister has accepted that such strikes would not
significantly degrade the chemical weapons capability
of the Assad regime. We need to be clear about that.
The right hon. and learned Member for Kensington (Sir
Malcolm Rifkind) spoke about trying to take that capability
down. However, if the first set of strikes failed to do
that—the Prime Minister seemed to accept that they 
would be more by way of punishment and deterrence,
rather than a degrading of the capability—what would
happen after that? We all know—I bear the scars of
this—how easy it is to get into military action, but how
difficult it is to get out of it.

There is also the issue of precisely what is the objective
of the action. The case seems to veer between the
alleviation of human suffering and some sort of warning
for or punishment of the Assad regime. If the Prime
Minister comes back to the House to recommend military
action, he must be clear about precisely what the purposes
are.

This morning, we woke up to hear the President of
the United States, Barack Obama, saying that by acting
in



“a clear and decisive but very limited way, we send a shot across”




Assad’s bow. Let us pause and consider the metaphor
that was chosen by the President, because it is revealing.
A shot across the bow is a warning that causes no
damage and no casualties—shells fired over the bridge
of a naval vessel. In this case, it might be a Tomahawk
missile that is targeted to fly over Damascus and land in
the unoccupied deserts beyond. That cannot be what
the President has in mind. We need to know what he
really has in mind and what the consequences of that
will be. There will be casualties from any military action—
some military and almost certainly many civilian.

I have one last point to put to the Prime Minister. He
sought to draw a distinction in his speech between our
response to war crimes and taking sides in the conflict.
However much he struggles to make that distinction, let
us be clear that if we take an active part in military
action, which I do not rule out, we shall be taking sides.
There is no escape from that. We shall be joining with
the rebels, with all the consequences that arise from
that, and not maintaining a position of neutrality.

3.57 pm

Dr Liam Fox (North Somerset) (Con): There are a
number of things on which the House will be generally
agreed. The first is that, for whatever reason, there is
widespread scepticism among the British public about
any further military involvement overseas. A number of
questions need to be answered before we become involved
in any form of military action. The first is what a good
outcome looks like, the second is whether such an
outcome can be engineered, the third is whether we will
be part of engineering such an outcome, and the fourth
is how much of the eventual outcome we want to have
ownership of.

I do not believe that we can answer any of those
questions to our satisfaction with regard to the civil war
in Syria. I believe that that is why the British public are
deeply sceptical about our being involved in that civil
war in any way, shape or form. I share that scepticism. I
also believe that there is no national interest for the
United Kingdom in taking a side in that civil war. To
exchange an Iran-friendly and Hezbollah-friendly Assad
regime for an anti-west, anti-Christian and anti-Israel
al-Qaeda regime does not seem to offer us any advantage.
However, that is not the issue before us today. There
is a separate issue on which we need to have great
clarity, which is how we respond to a regime that has
used chemical weapons against its civilian population—


something that is against international law and is a war
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